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Abstract. This paper proposes an automatic approach to build tailored
dimensions for movement data warehouses based on views of existing hierarchies of objects (and their respective classes) used to semantically
annotate movement segments. It selects the objects (classes) that annotate at least a given number of segments of a movement dataset to delineate hierarchy views for deriving tailored analysis dimensions for that
movement dataset. Dimensions produced in this way can be quite smaller
than the hierarchies from which they are extracted, leading to efficiency
gains, among other potential benefits. Results of experiments with tweets
semantically enriched with points of interest taken from linked open data
collections show the viability of the proposed approach.
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Introduction

Nowadays, it is possible to accumulate and exploit large volumes of movement
data, such as moving objects’ trajectories gathered by using positioning technologies (e.g. GPS), and sequences of users’ posts on social media [1, 2]. On
top of this, new methods have been developed to semantically enrich such data,
for example with objects (instances) and concepts (classes of objects) that help
to describe what goes on with the moving objects (e.g., places visited, transportation means employed, activities performed, goals of stops and moves) [3–6].
These developments unleash opportunities to build Movement Data Warehouses
(MDWs), i.e., DWs of semantically enriched movement data [7–9], for a myriad
of application fields, ranging from traffic and homeland security to geographically
concentrated marketing and social behavior studies. However, to realize MDWs,
besides accommodating large volumes of semantically annotated spatio-temporal
data in the dimensional model [9], it is still necessary to develop appropriate ways
to exploit semantic annotations for semantics-enabled movement data analysis.
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This paper makes contributions towards building MDWs that support movement data analysis founded on their semantic annotations. It introduces an automatic approach to build tailored analysis dimensions from hierarchies of objects
or classes used to semantically annotate movement segments, i.e., specific positions or sequences of positions occupied by moving objects, such as stops and
moves [3]. For instance, a move can be semantically annotated with a concept
that describes the transportation means employed (e.g., taxi, bus, tram) in a
conceptual hierarchy or taxonomy. A stop can be semantically associated via
some property (e.g. visits) with a Place of Interest (PoI). The PoIs are geographic objects that can be hierarchically organized according to their part of
relationships (such as the containment of a shop in a shopping mall that is in a
particular neighborhood of a city). Notice that classes of objects such as PoIs can
be regarded as concepts or categories (e.g., city, neighborhood, shopping mall,
shop, clothes shop, pet shop, barber shop) and organized in another hierarchy
determined by is a relationships. Both, hierarchies of objects and hierarchies of
their respective classes can be useful for information analysis in MDWs [9].
In this work, we consider semantic annotations of movement segments as associations with objects and concepts of Linked Open Data (LOD). Such associations are produced by methods such as those proposed in [4] and [6]. Hierarchies
of LOD objects and hierarchies of their respective classes can be obtained by
exploiting chains of partially ordering relationships, such as part of relationships between objects and is a relationships between concepts. They can also be
built or complemented by relationships that are inferred from existing ones or
data properties (e.g., geographic extensions). Then, their objects (classes) that
annotate at least a given number of segments of a Movement Dataset (MoD) are
selected and the hierarchy is traversed from them up to their least common ancestor, to produce tree-like hierarchy views which are the basis to build tailored
analysis dimensions for that MoD.
Results of experiments with tweets taken via the Twitter API3 and semantically enriched with PoIs of the DBpedia4 and LinkedGeoData (LGD)5 LOD
collections testify the viability and some benefits of the proposed approach. The
dimensions produced by our technique can be quite smaller than the hierarchies
present in LOD from which they are extracted. Although we demonstrate our
proposal on social media trails semantically enriched with PoIs of LOD collections, the proposed approach could be applied to other kinds of movement data
enriched with other collections of objects and/or concepts, as it relies just on
the number of hits of each object and concept, i.e., the number of times the
object/concept is used to annotate segments of a particular MoD.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides basic definitions. Section 3 describes how to extract hierarchies from LOD collections,
and how to tailor such hierarchies into MDWs’ dimensions. Section 4 reports
experiments that apply the proposed approach to build spatial dimensions of
3
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PoIs and their categories taken from the LOD collections used to semantically
annotate tweets. Section 5 discusses related work. Finally, Section 6 concludes
the paper, by pointing out its contributions and enumerating future work.
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Basic definitions

This section introduces the definitions needed to understand our method for tailoring dimensions for MDWs. They describe the inputs of the proposed method,
namely: movement data segments, semantically enriching resources (objects and
their classes), associations of movement data with these resources to annotate
the former, and resources hierarchies. A Movement Dataset (MoD) is a set
of movement data segments like the one formally described in Definition 1.
Definition 1. A Movement Data Segment (MDS) is a time-ordered sequence hp1 , . . . , pn i (n ∈ N+ ) of spatio-temporal positions of a moving object
M O, where each position is a tuple pi = (xi , yi , ti ) with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where (xi , yi )
are geographic coordinates, and ti is a timestamp indicating the instant when
M O was at those coordinates.
An MDS can be any sequence of spatio-temporal coordinates occupied by a
moving object, such as trajectory positions, geo-located user’s posts on a social
media, or geo-referenced logs of any kind of information system (e.g., Web logs).
An MDS can be segmented into smaller MDSs at several abstraction levels (e.g.,
first in sub-trajectories that can refer to specific trips, and then in episodes such
as stops and moves [3]). The resulting movement segments can be hierarchically organized according to containment relationships of their time spans, for
information analysis in DWs as proposed in [9]. The movement segments can be
enriched with semantic annotations to describe them according to several dimensions, such as those proposed in [5], namely space, time, characteristics of the
moving objects, activities performed by these objects, their goal, transportation
means employed, and the relevant environmental conditions during each movement segment time span. Such a semantic annotation can be an association with
a resource (object or class) as stated by Definition 2.
Definition 2. A Semantically Enriching Resource is a concept or instance
of concept that can be used to semantically annotate an MDS.
A semantically enriching resource (or simply resource) can be implemented
as a reference (e.g., a Universal Resource Identifier - URI) to a class (concept)
or object (instance) defined in an ontology, knowledge base, or even a LOD
collection. In the latter a resource is denoted by a URI and relationships between
resources are expressed by RDF triples.
For example, in Fig. 1 on the right some LOD resources are shown: the
classes restaurant and city, two objects of the class restaurant, labeled Ae Oche
and Sushi Wok, and an object of the class city named Mestre. These resources
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are used to annotate the tweets on the left side of the figure which are spatiotemporal positions. In fact they contain spatial coordinates expressed by longitude and latitude (in the lower right corner) and a temporal information specifying where and when tweets have been sent. The property that links tweets
to resources is visits, to indicate that the tweets have been sent from the places
(resources) where the person is.
LOD resources are convenient to semantically annotate movement data, as
they have well-defined semantics and can be integrated more easily thanks to
their adherence to semantic Web standards. Many information collections are
publicly available in the Web by following Linked Data principles [10] (e.g., DBpedia, LGD). In addition, they have been continuously growing and kept up to
date by active Web communities, which link their resources via a variety of properties, that include owl:sameAs (for objects duplicated in distinct collections),
and rdfs:equivalentClass (for duplicated concepts). A direct association annotates an MDS with a property (e.g., visits) whose property value is a resource
(e.g., the restaurant Ae Oche), as stated by Definition 3.

@somebody
2:12 PM 27 Jan 2015

visits

LOD

lgdo:restaurant

I'm at Ae Oche

rdf:type

gn:p.ppl(city)

rdf:type

rdf:type

at 1.2250 4.5483 (lon, lat)

@someother

at 1.2250 4.5483 (lon, lat)

inside

lgdr:node2689605789

4:15 PM 27 Jan 2015

I'm at Ae Oche too!

visits

lgdo:label

inside

gnr:3173529

Ae Oche

lgdr:node2689606270

@someother
8:15 PM 27 Jan 2015

I'm at Sushi Wok
at 1.2247 4.5481 (lon, lat)

lgdo:label

visits

gn:name
Mestre

Sushi Wok

Fig. 1. Associations of tweets with PoIs and with their classes

Definition 3. A direct association is a triple of the form (mds, property, r),
where mds is an MDS, property is the association kind, and r is a resource.
Many associations can annotate the same MDS. Annotating movement segments that are sequences of positions instead of individual positions grants compactness (e.g., a move can be annotated as a whole with a transportation means).
Indirect associations of MDS with other resources can be derived from the
direct associations by following properties between resources of LOD collections,
as stated by Definition 4.
Definition 4. An indirect association between a movement data segment
mds and a resource r is a tuple (mds, path, r) where path is a chain of links
constituted by the direct association (mds, property, r0 ) of mds with the resource
r0 , followed by a sequence of LOD properties that semantically links r0 to r.
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In other words, an indirect association (mds, path, r) indirectly links the mds
to a resource r via a path composed by a direct association followed by some LOD
property(ies). For example, the tweets on the left side of Fig. 1 are indirectly
associated with the concept restaurant via direct visits associations followed by
the type property between the respective resources and restaurant. They are also
indirectly associated with the city of Mestre and its class (gn:p.ppl (city)).
Finally, a Semantically-enriched Movement Dataset (SMoD) is a set
of movement data segments which are associated with resources for semantic
annotation purposes. The use frequency of a resource in associations of an SMoD
determines its number of hits with respect to that SMoD (Definition 5).
Definition 5. Let S be a SMoD, R a set of resources, and A a set of direct
and indirect associations between movement segments in S and resources in R.
The number of hits h(r, A) of a resource r ∈ R with respect to A, is the number
of distinct MDSs of S which are annotated with r via associations in A.
Of course, one could also count separately the number of direct and indirect
hits of each resource, by considering only direct and indirect associations, respectively. In Figure 1, while the number of (direct) hits of the lgdr:node2689605789
is 2 hits, its class lgdo:Restaurant has 3 (indirect) hits. Also the city of Mestre
gnr:3173529 and its class (gn:p.ppl (city)) have 3 (indirect) hits each one.

3

Approach to tailor Dimensions for MDWs

This section describes our proposal to automatically tailor dimensions from a
given MoD. Figure 2 illustrates the steps of the Extract-Transform-Load (ETL)
process that are required to build tailored dimensions, with those steps that are
the focus of this work (2 and 3) in bold.
3

MoDs
Trails
Trajectories

2
1

Dimension
tailoring

Hierarchy
extraction

Semantic
enrichment

Dimensions

Enriching Information
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DBs

LOD

STDB

Data Cube

Fig. 2. The process for building semantic dimensions.

Step 1 (Semantic enrichment) takes as input a MoD and KBs, LOD, conventional databases (DBs), and/or spatio-temporal DBs (STDBs) containing
information useful for making semantic annotations. As pointed out in [5], some
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important aspects to enrich MDSs are visited POIs, transportation means, environmental conditions, goals, and activities of the moving objects. This task is
addressed in several works (e.g., [3, 11, 4]), but it is beyond the scope of this
paper, whose focus in on steps 2 and 3.

Step 2 is called Hierarchy extraction and it starts from the MoD which has
been semantically enriched. For each semantic annotation, we explore the resources which are directly associated with MDSs in order to find properties that
connect these resources to other resources by allowing to extract a hierarchy of
concepts or of objects. Sometimes the extracted hierarchies are not so detailed,
e.g., some levels are missing, so to improve them we search for other representations of a resource in a different KB by using the property owl:sameAs and then
we integrate several properties. For example, for spatial objects, we can merge
properties from GeoNames and GADM to build a spatial hierarchy connecting
POIs to the continent they belong to, and having as intermediate levels districts,
cities, states and countries. Remember that resources can be hierarchically organized according to a variety of partial order relationships expressed by properties
(e.g., isA, partOf or contains). It enables information analysis of data annotated
with them at different levels of detail.

Step 3 is called Dimension tailoring and is aimed at creating views of the
extracted hierarchies that can serve as tailored analysis dimensions for the given
MoD. In fact, hierarchies obtained from step 2 may contain non-relevant elements
for the actual data analysis, that can be filtered away. Hierarchies produced in
this way can be quite smaller than the ones from which they are extracted,
leading to efficiency gains, among other potential benefits.

The proposed algorithm (Algorithm 1) takes as input a hierarchy H from
step 2, a set of associations A which annotate MDS with resources in H and a
given threshold σ. Then it proceeds as follows:
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Algorithm 1: Tailor(A, H,
σ)

1
2
3
4
5

Input: Set of associations A, resource
hierarchy H, threshold σ
Output: dimension d
d ← new dimension;
F ilter(H.root, σ, A);
M erge(H.root);
d.root ← F indN ewRoot(H.root);
return d;

Algorithm 3: Merge(r)
1
2
3
4
5
6

Input: hierarchy root r
Output: none
o ← new node;
o.label ← “Others”;
o.hits ← 0;
for each child ∈ r.children() do
if child.label=“Others” then
o.addChildren(child.children());
r.removeChild(child);
o.hits ← o.hits + child.hits;

7
8

else

9

Algorithm 2: Filter(r, σ,
A)

2

Input: hierarchy root r, threshold σ,
set of associations A
Output: none
if r is a leaf then
r.hits ← h(r, A);

3

else

1

4
5
6
7
8
9

r.hits ← 0;
for each child ∈ r.children() do
F ilter(child, σ, A);
r.hits ← r.hits + child.hits;
if r.hits < σ then
r.label ← “Others”;

M erge(child);

10
11
12
13

if |o.children()| > 0 then
r.addChild(o);
M erge(o);

Algorithm 4: FindNewRoot(r)

3

Input: hierarchy root r
Output: new hierarchy root
if |r.children()| = 1 then
child ← the unique child of r;
return FindNewRoot(child);

4

else

1
2

5

return r

1. via a post-order traversal of H, the function Filter directly computes the
number of hits (Definition 5) in the leaves of H whereas for an internal node
it calculates such a number by summing up the hits in its children. Moreover,
it checks whether a node has a number of hits greater or equal than σ. If
this constraint is not satisfied the label of this node is replaced by “Others”,
which is a dummy value that states that this node is not relevant for the
dimension (Algorithm 2).
2. After the execution of Filter, an internal node could have several children
labeled by the dummy value “Others”, so the function Merge is aimed at
replacing all these nodes with a single child having such a label (Algorithm 3).
3. Finally, the least common ancestor is computed and the hierarchy view
rooted at this node is returned as dimension (Algorithm 4).
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Experiments

In this section, we present the experiments conducted on two datasets of tweets
which have been semantically enriched by using two criteria: spatial proximity of
the MDS to a resource and textual similarity between the name of the resource
and the content of the tweet [6].
The first dataset, SMoD1, contains 1,530 tweets which have been directly
associated with 258 spatial resources by considering a spatial proximity of 8
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meters and textual similarity of 94%. These tweets are indirectly associated
with 129 spatial resource categories via 1,328 rdf:type assertions.
The second dataset, SMoD2, is composed by 10,710 tweets directly associated with 1,501 spatial resources by using less restrictive conditions: a spatial
proximity of 16 meters and textual similarity of 90%. Tweets are indirectly associated with 338 spatial resource categories via 7,422 rdf:type assertions.
Both SMoD1 and SMoD2 have their tweets successfully associated with a
unique spatial resource. Each tweet has a geo-location inside a Minimum Bounding Rectangle (MBR) within the Brazilian territory (NE 5.264860 -28.839041,
SW -33.750702 -73.985527) and was extracted between June 9, 2014 and July
14, 2014. The Twitter extraction includes a condition to filter only tweets that
start with the string “I’m at” and end with a FourSquare URL. Spatial resources
inside the same Brazilian territory MBR were extracted from DBpedia and LGD
on July 21, 2014 and they were considered for the semantic enrichment step.
In this paper, we assume that the spatial resources used as annotations in
SMoD1 and SMoD2 represent the current place where a user sends the tweet
at the annotated timestamp. Hence, we apply our method in order to build a
spatial object dimension and a spatial category dimension for both SMoDs.
The spatial objects hierarchy was extracted by searching for DBPedia and
LGD resources used as annotations in SMoD1 and SMoD2, and connecting them
to the respective GeoNames and GADM resources via sameAs properties, as
illustrated in Fig. 3. Then, for the found resources, the hierarchies are completed
by exploiting properties like gadm:in country and gn:parentfeature to connect
them with upper level resources. A portion of the resulting hierarchy is shown
in Fig. 4. It is worth noticing that the nodes are organized in various levels of
abstraction: idresource, district, city, state, country and continent.

DBpedia

owl:sameAs

LGD

owl:sameAs

GeoNames
owl:sameAs

owl:sameAs
Class type

GADM
GADM-RDF

GADM web service
lgdo:gadmSameAs

Fig. 3. LOD collections and properties used to extract hierarchies of spatial objects.

Algorithm 1 was used to create views of hierarchies such as the one illustrated
in Fig. 4, in which the number of hits per node appears in brackets. Assuming
a threshold σ = 20 groups of nodes at each level (e.g., Santana, Mocca and Vila
Mariana in the level district) are replaced with the dummy value “Others’. This
means that for the chosen threshold such resources are not so relevant since
they annotate too few tweets. Hence they are filtered away. Figure 4 illustrates
a spatial hierarchy, with a view composed of nodes having more than σ = 20
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continent

South America(1530)
Brazil(1296)

country

São Paulo(348)

admn1
(state)
admn2
(city)

São Paulo(246)
Tatuape(26)

Santana(15)

Jabaquara(34)

Carrefour(11)

Mocca(1)

Estação
Jabaquara(23)

Vila Mariana(2)

admn3
(district)
idresource

Fig. 4. A portion of a spatial objects hierarchy with the most popular nodes in bold.

hits in bold. Such a view added with a single dummy node condensing each
set of siblings that have a lower number of hits (e.g., Santana, Mocca and Vila
Mariana) can be used as a tailored dimension.
Figure 5 shows the number of resources (nodes) in each level of the tailored
objects dimension generated for different values of the minimum number of hits
per resource (σ) in SMoD1 (left) and SMoD2 (right). Notice that those numbers
of dimension nodes falls sharply as σ grows. In addition, even for σ = 1 there is a
considerable reduction in the number of countries (7 that originated the tweets in
SMoD1, instead of around 200 in the world), cities (around 100 generating those
tweets, instead of more than 6000 in the region defined by an MBR encompassing
Brazil that was used to filter those tweets), just to mention some reductions.

Fig. 5. Nodes per level of tailored spatial objects dimensions for increasing values of σ

A hierarchy of PoI concepts indirectly associated with the tweets in SMoD1
was built by exploiting rdfs:subClassOf properties between such concepts. Figure 6 shows an extract of a hierarchy of 93 concepts built from SMoD1. In
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SMoD1, the most visited concepts are Thing (1509 hits), Amenity (981 hits),
Restaurant (225 hits), Station (197 hits), Shop (156 hits), and Cafe (124 hits).

Fig. 6. LGD PoI categories with at least 15 indirect associations with tweets in SMoD1

5

Related Work

Several works propose models and approaches for analyzing movement data in
DWs [12, 7, 8, 13, 14, 9]. Among them, only [9] accommodates MoD semantically
annotated with LOD in a multidimensional model that separates hierarchies of
objects and hierarchies of categories of these objects, and also allows hierarchies
of movement segments, movement patterns, and their respective categories as
dimensions. However, it does not provide means to build dimensions with LOD.
Many other works exploit semantic Web technology for building and operating on DWs [15–22]. Some of these proposals use semantic Web data such as
LOD to feed DWs. [19] proposes a semi-automatic method for extracting semantic data into a multidimensional database on-demand. In [18] the authors follow
a similar approach, but restrict their case study to statistical LOD and use the
RDF Data Cube vocabulary6 . [21] discusses modeling issues to support OLAP
queries in SPARQL. Thus, these approaches foster the use of existent semantic
Web data and tools.
Finally, some works also provide means for social media information analysis in DWs [23–25]. [24] proposes an interactive methodology for designing and
maintaining Social Business Intelligence (SBI) applications. This methodology
aims at providing quick responses to face the high dynamism of user generated contents. It is applied to case studies related to Italian politics and goods
6
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consumption. [25] presents an approach based on meta-modeling for coupling dynamic and irregular topic hierarchies for analyzing social media data. However,
the proposed architecture uses an ontology editor for organizing these hierarchies, instead of reusing available ones.
None of these works provide means to derive tailored dimensions for analyzing particular datasets, and more specifically movement datasets, from their
semantic annotations. Our approach is the first to do so, by exploiting views of
objects hierarchies and classes hierarchies, such as those that can be extracted
from LOD collections currently available on the Web.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper makes some advances in the construction of DWs for analyzing semantically enriched movement data (SMoD). It proposes an automatic approach
for building tailored analysis dimensions from hierarchies of objects or classes
used to semantically annotate the SMoD. The main contributions are: (i) a
method to extract hierarchies of objects and classes from LOD by exploiting
partial ordering relations present in available LOD, such as part of and is a;
(ii) an algorithm to tailor dimensions for particular SMoD, based on views of
the hierarchies of classes and objects used to semantically enrich the movement
data; and (iii) a demonstration of the proposed method in a case study that
generates spatial dimensions from hierarchies of PoIs and their classes used to
semantically enrich social media user’s trails composed of tweets.
The experience has taught us that it is usually easier to extract hierarchies
of objects and classes from existing LOD collections than building them from
scratch. Nevertheless, sometimes it is necessary to complement the semantic
relations available in LOD collections by using other means (e.g., investigating
containment relationships between geographic extensions of PoIs) to fulfill the
absence of explicit relations between some pairs of resources. Experiments with
our method to tailor dimensions in case studies with tweets semantically enriched
with DBPedia and LGD resources showed considerable reductions in the size
of the resulting dimensions compared to whole hierarchies extracted of LOD,
even for low values of the hits count threshold (number of movement segments
annotated per PoI or class of PoI).
This work, for the best of our knowledge, provides the first proposal for
building DW dimensions from LOD used to semantically enrich movement data,
and perhaps other kinds of data too. It constitutes an important step towards
building DWs for semantics-enabled information analysis. Future work includes:
(i) deeper investigation of the implications of variations of the proposed method
for tailoring dimensions; (ii) experiments with other movement datasets enriched
with different LOD collections and knowledge bases; (iii) inspection of the features of other LOD collections to improve the hierarchy extraction; (iv) further
evaluation of the benefits of the proposed method.
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